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ADULTS ONLY!
CAN WE ZONE AWAY THE EVILS OF
ADULT BUSINESSES?
SAM R. COLLINS*

I. INTRODUCTION'
The proliferation of adult businesses across the nation is having
a polarizing effect on the general public. A large number of individuals
are willing to pay for the variety of products and services offered by the
businesses. Many others object that adult businesses are immoral or
have evil secondary effects, such as raising the crime rate, exposing
children to pornography, and lowering property values. The legislative
bodies of municipalities have been thrust into the middle. While the
initial attempts to regulate adult businesses were based on suppressing
the content of the materials they sold, municipalities quickly learned
that there is an inherent conflict between content-based restrictions and
the First Amendment.
The major question with adult business zoning is whether the
owners of these establishments are putting the land to its most efficient
use. With the ever-growing population, land is one of the world's most
valuable resources. Efficient land use is becoming an important
concern for many municipalities and developers. The conflict arises
because zoning strives to put land to its "best" use while most owners

are concerned more with their freedom to use the land in any manner
they see fit. While municipalities clearly have the power to zone land,
the conflict is heightened when the First Amendment is implicated.
During the 1960's, planners began to study the secondary effects
of adult businesses as compared to similar non-adult businesses. The
studies served as the basis for a new method of regulating the growing
number of adult businesses. The novel idea was to use the
municipalities' inherent zoning power to control the undesirable effects
of these adult businesses. Out of this grew two approaches to zoning.
One approach is to use the natural concentration of these
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' The following two paragraphs are an updated restatement of the introduction from
WuLLAMTONER, PLANNING ADVISORY SERVICE, REGULATORY SEx BUSINESS, (American Society
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businesses and restrict them to a specific area. The alternate approach
is to prevent new clusters of adult businesses by limiting the zones in
which the businesses could operate in and preventing two or more of
the businesses from locating within a specified distance of each other.
While municipalities quickly began using these new methods to
control adult businesses, questions arose as to the constitutionality of
these attempts. These questions have been answered by the Supreme
2
Court, which upheld various ordinances that met the proper standard.
However, the question of how effective these controls actually are has
not been answered. It seems only logical to examine whether zoning
regulations are dealing with the evils they claim to combat. If the
secondary effects of adult businesses are lessened by zoning ordinances,
then the ordinances are doing theirjob. If not, continued reliance on the
ordinances seem to be nothing more than a nationwide expression of the
old adage: "Not in my backyard!"
In examining adult zoning, this paper will start with analyzing the
current status of the law regarding the constitutionality of various
zoning methods. This will be followed by a discussion of the two most
popular zoning methods employed by municipalities, dispersal and
cluster zoning, and their relative effectiveness. There will be a
discussion of two case studies, Chicago, Illinois, and Lexington,
Kentucky. These case studies will discuss the relative success of
Chicago and the somewhat frustrating plight of Lexington. Other
approaches, both zoning and non-zoning, will be examined.
This paper makes no judgment on the ultimate question of how
effective zoning is in combating secondary effects of adult businesses.
That is not its purpose. The purpose of this paper is to force the reader
to consider all alternatives that are available when one is engaged in the
regulation of adult businesses. The conclusion reached is that only
through examining all alternatives and tailoring a program -to the
specific needs of a municipality, can a municipality constitutionally and
effectively reach its goals in regard to regulating adult businesses
through zoning.
II. THE STATE OF THE LAW

Before examining the effectiveness of zoning in combating the
secondary effects of adult businesses, it is essential to examine what
2 See Young v. American Mini Theatres, Inc., 427 U.S. 50 (1976); City of Renton v.
Inc., 475 U.S. 41 (1986).
Theatres,
Playtime
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municipalities are allowed to do in the zoning context. While it has
become well settled that adult uses can be specifically zoned, the power
to do so is not unfettered. The exercise of zoning power must comply
with the protections of the First Amendment. When an ordinance fails,
it does so because the inherent power to zone has exceeded these limits,
not because the power does not exist.
The watershed case in the area of adult zoning is Young v.
American Mini Theatres, Inc..3 Young involved a challenge to the
constitutionality of Detroit's "Anti-Skid Row Ordinance," a dispersal
zoning ordinance. The ordinance prohibited adult theaters from being
located within 1,000 feet of any "regulated use" or within 500 feet of
any residential area.4 Other "regulated uses" include: Adult
bookstores, cabarets, establishments that sell alcoholic beverages for
on-premise consumption, hotels or motels, pawnshops, billiard halls,
public lodging houses, secondhand stores, shoeshine parlors, and taxi
dance halls.5
American Mini Theatres operated two adult theaters that were in
violation of the distance requirements. The company sought a
declaratory judgment holding the ordinance unconstitutional. The
federal district court found the ordinance to be a rational attempt at
neighborhood preservation with a compelling state interest justifying
the disparate treatment of adult businesses, and no violation of the First
Amendment.6 On appeal, the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals reversed
finding the ordinance a prior restraint on protected speech. The fact
that the ordinance was designed to meet a compelling state interest was
not enough. 7
The Supreme Court reversed the Sixth Circuit's decision, finding
the ordinance would not "have a significant deterrent effect on the
exhibition of films protected by the First Amendment."' The Court
concluded that all movie theaters were subject to some type of
locational restrictions and Detroit's interest in controlling property was
sufficient to justify the dispersal requirement.9 The validity of the
ordinance turned on whether the distinction made between adult
theaters and other theaters violated the Equal Protection Clause. The

Young, 427 U.S. at 50.
Id. at 52.
5Id.
4

I Id.at 56.

Young v. American Mini Theatres, Inc., 427 U.S. 50, 57 (1976).
Id at60.
'Id. at62.
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Court started with the proposition that some differences in the content
1°
of speech requires different responses in regulation. Citing the lesser
interest society has in protecting speech of an adult nature, the Court
held it permissible for a state to place adult movies in a different
classification than other movies."
The Court then turned to whether the cities' interest was
sufficient to justify the restrictions found in the ordinance. The Court
started from the position that a city's interest in preserving the "quality
2
of urban life.., must be accorded high respect." The Court also
stated the city "must be allowed a reasonable opportunity to experiment
with solutions to admittedly serious problems." 3 The Court went on to
hold that the zoning ordinance did not violate the Equal Protection
Clause.
Ill.

ADULT ZONING IN RENTON

Drawing on the precedent established in Young, the Supreme
Court then handed down a second decision upholding a zoning
ordinance designed to combat the effects of adult uses in City ofRenton
v. Playtime Theatres,Inc.'4 The ordinance in question prohibited adult
movie theaters from locating within 1,000 feet of any residential zone,
dwelling, church, park, or school. 5 The ordinance was justified by
studies done in other cities that examined the secondary effects of adult
businesses, citing the "severe impact upon surrounding businesses and
residences." 6 On a challenge by the owners of two such theaters, the
district court denied an injunction preventing enforcement of the
ordinance. The district court found the ordinance did not substantially
infringe on the First Amendment and no specific adverse impact on the
city needed to be shown.' 7 After the Ninth Circuit reversed, the
Supreme Court found the question to be controlled by Young.'" The
Court found the restriction to be unconcerned with suppressing speech
because it explicitly stated that its purpose was designed to "prevent
crime, protect the city's retail trade, maintain property values, and

'old at 66.
"Id at 70-71.
12 Young v. American Mini Theatres, Inc., 427 U.S. 50, 71 (1976).
3id.

City of Renton v. Playtime Theatres, Inc., 475 U.S. 41 (1986).

14

ISd.at 43.

Id at 44 (citing Renton City Council Resolution No. 2368).
' 71d. at46.
aId.
16
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generally protec[t] and preserv[e] the quality of [the city's]
neighborhoods, commercial districts, and the quality of urban life."' 9
The Court held Renton could rely on the studies of other cities in
determining whether to specifically zone adult uses and the information
from these studies was sufficient to demonstrate Renton's substantial
interest in passing the ordinance. The Court went on to find the
ordinance narrowly tailored to meet this interest.2" Based on this logic,
the Court held the ordinance to be a valid response to a serious problem
and not "a pretext for suppressing expression."'"
IV. UNCONSTITUTIONAL ATTEMPTS AT ADULT ZONING

Not all adult zoning ordinances have faired as well as those in
Young and Renton. In Schad v. Borough of Mount Ephraim,2 2 the
Supreme Court invalidated a zoning ordinance that prohibited all live
entertainment in commercial zones. While the Court reaffirmed the
broad powers of municipalities to zone their land,23 it was quick to state
that this power "is not infinite and unchallengeable. 24 The Court held
that any zoning ordinance which adversely affects property interest
must be "rationally related to legitimate state concerns" and it cannot
"deprive the owner of economically viable use of his property."" In
addition, a zoning ordinance that "infringes upon a protected liberty.
. must be narrowly drawn and must further a sufficiently substantial
government interest."26
The Court found that the Schad case was not controlled by
Young.27 While Young involved a city trying to combat the secondary
effects of adult businesses by dispersing them, the ordinance in Schad
was a total ban on a specific brand of protected expression.2" Mount
Ephraim attempted to justify its ordinance by citing such secondary
effects of live adult entertainment as "parking, trash, police protection,
and medical facilities."29 The Court found no evidence that live
" City of Renton v. Playtime Theatres, Inc., 475 U.S. 41, 48 (1986) (citing App. To
Juris. Statement 90a).
Id. at52.
2'Id. at 54 (citing Young v. American Mini Theatres, Inc., 427 U.S. 50, 84 (1976)).
22Schad v. Borough of Mount Ephraim, 452 U.S. 61 (1981).
23

24
5

1d. at68.

Id
Id.

26Id
27

Schad v. Borough of Mount Ephraim, 452 U.S. 61, 71 (1981).

SId.
29Id at 73.
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entertainment presented any greater problems in these areas than other
types of commercial activities. 30 Even if certain problems existed with
live entertainment that did not exist with other commercial activities,
the Court found the ordinance was not narrowly tailored to meet any of
these problems." The Court also found this was not a reasonable time,
place, or manner restriction because the ordinance totally banned all
live entertainment.32 On this basis, the Court overturned the convictions
for violation of the zoning ordinance.33
A final case that should be examined is Christy v. City of Ann
Arbor,34 in which a dispersal zoning ordinance was found to be
unconstitutional. The ordinance focused on bookstores, specifically
those that have more than twenty percent of its trade, display space, or
movie time per month devoted to adult material. 35 These businesses
could not be within 700 feet of any other adult business or within 700
feet of several varieties of residential zones.36 A geographic survey of
Ann Arbor found the percentage of available complying sites with
37
respect to total land area of the city to be .23 of one percent. The
court started by restating the two part test that developed from Young:
A court must consider the restrictiveness of the ordinance and the
justifications a city has for the ordinance.38 While finding the district
court applied the correct test, the court disagreed with its findings. The
court found the twenty percent limit on adult materials to be an
of a First Amendment right that was
arbitrary limit on the exercise
"clearly quite restrictive."M' The court found the ordinance to be too
restrictive. The court's basis was that the ordinance conditioned the
right to engage in protected speech on participating eighty percent of
4
the time in "other, government-approved forms of expression."
The court then moved to the second prong of the test. The
district court found justification in the city's assertion that the ordinance
was intended to combat "the concentration of adult businesses and

30

id.

SId. at 74.
32Schad v. Borough of Mount Ephraim, 452 U.S. 61, 74 (1981).
31d.at 77.

Christy v. City of Ann Arbor, 824 F.2d 489 (6th Cir. 1987).
3 Id.at 490.
36Id. The zones listed in the ordinance are: RIA, RIB, RIC, R2A, R2B, R3, R4A,
R4B, R4C, R4C/D and R6. Id.
3 id.
3
1Id.at 492.
31Christy v. City of Ann Arbor, 824 F.2d 489,492 (6th Cir. 1987).
4

id.
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resultant urban blight.""' The court, however, found no assertion of this
nature and no evidence appeared in the record to support such a claim.42
As a result, the court reversed the district court's denial of a preliminary
injunction.4"
The law regarding zoning of adult uses can best be described as
a balancing of the rights of individuals to engage in expression
protected by the First Amendment versus the rights of municipalities to
zone the land within their boundaries. The result has been courts
requiring a compelling state interest and a narrowly tailored ordinance
to justify adult zoning. This should not be surprising, as this is the
same standard applied whenever the exercise of fundamental
constitutional rights are involved. With this background, one can now
examine the effectiveness of these restraints.
V.
A.

APPROACHES TO ADULT ZONING

Dispersal Zoning: Divide and Conquer

Dispersal zoning seems to be the more popular choice of those
wishing to zone away adult businesses, likely because it has been given
the Supreme Court's stamp of approval.44 Dispersal zoning rests on the
idea that the secondary effects of adult businesses are intensified by
concentration of these businesses. Such sentiment can clearly be seen
by the popular name given to Detroit's dispersal ordinance, the "AntiSkid Row" ordinance." The basic dispersal ordinance seeks to prevent
a group of specified uses from being within a specific distance of other
specified uses. Such ordinances also often prohibit the specified uses
from being within a specific distance of residential areas. Still others
require a stated amount of distance between the specified uses and other
uses, such as churches and schools. This is sometimes called "inverse
zoning," because most zoning ordinances seek to concentrate like uses
to the same area.4 6

Because of the acceptance of dispersal ordinances by the
Supreme Court, other cities rush to adopt them without looking into

IId. at 493.
42id.
43id.
"See Young v. American Mini Theatres, Inc., 427 U.S. 50 (1976); City of Renton v.
Playtime Theatres, Inc., 475 U.S.41 (1986).
41 See Young, 427 U.S. at 50.
42 ROBERT M. ANDERSON, AMERICAN LAW OF ZONING, § 15.02 (2d Ed. 1976).
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their own situations.47 While this does not necessarily mean a dispersal
ordinance is ill-fitted for a particular municipality, it does mean some
municipalities do not check their facts. Some municipalities are in such
a rush to deal with adult businesses, either because of real problems or
to appease their voters, not all options are considered.
B.

Concentration Zoning: All Together Now

Not all municipalities have chosen the dispersal zoning method.
4
Some have opted for the concentration or cluster method of zoning. "
Cities such as Boston have opted for the "Adult Entertainment
District."4 9 In such a system, all adult uses are confined to a single area,
with the thought being that exposure to minors can be minimized." The
area in Boston, commonly known as the "Combat Zone," originally

consisted of approximately seven acres.5' Boston was so intent on
52
making this work, it dedicated renewal money to the project. This
resolution was somewhat natural, as it would be in many cities, because

many 53of the adult businesses were already congregated in specific
areas.

Many ofthe same justifications given for dispersal ordinances are
also given for cluster zoning. The desire to preserve neighborhoods, to
keep the adult uses out of residential areas, and to control the other
54
problems accompanying adult businesses are commonly given. Still,
the cluster method seems directly at odds with the logic of dispersal
zoning. Cluster zoning, however, does treat like uses in a similar
manner.55 Other benefits cited in support of cluster zoning are: (1)
Lower administrative costs, (2) control over total adult uses, (3) easier
56
evaluation of effects, and (4) the uses seem to identify themselves.
The limited space accorded in the cluster system leaves questions
regarding expansion with the seemingly endless growth of adult
businesses.

47

TONER, supra note 1,at 6.
4'2 ANDERSON, supra note 46, at § 15.02.
49Id.
50Id.

" TONER, supra note 1,at 7. This figure may have been expanded since the publication
of this source.
52Id

53Id.
11Id.

at 8.

55Id
56

TONER, supra note 1, at 8.
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VI.

DOES ZONING WORK?

After examining the state of the law regarding adult zoning and
looking at the two alternate methods of zoning adult businesses, one
question still remains. How effective is zoning in dealing with the
conceded secondary effects of adult businesses? Language in several
court opinions and reports seem to suggest there is little effect on adult
businesses. Even if some benefits can be obtained through adult
zoning, there still remains the question of whether other types
regulation are better suited to deal with the problem.
A logical starting point in determining the effectiveness of adult
zoning ordinances is looking at whether the ordinances curb growth in
the number of adult businesses. The general consensus of courts who
examine these ordinances, at least the dispersal ordinances, seems to be
that the ordinances do nothing to combat the increase in the total
number of adult businesses within a municipality. The Young Court
stated affirmatively that "the market for this commodity is essentially
unrestrained." 57 The potential for growth in adult businesses under
zoning laws designed to regulate them has been described as "virtually
unlimited.""8
However, this does not seem to be entirely true. If adult
businesses are limited to a specific area, either concentrated in one zone
or not allowed within a distance of several zones, eventually they must
run out of room to expand. While the area in which adult businesses
are allowed can be enlarged, this would only be possible by amendment
of the zoning ordinance or by granting of special use permits for which
some statutes make provisions.5 9 One must wonder how ready a local
government official would be to vote for an expansion of the areas in
which adult businesses are allowed or by the same token, to vote in
favor of allowing the placement of an adult theater within a specified
distance of an elementary school. However, nothing in the ordinances
themselves cap the number of adult businesses in a given municipality.
Therefore the potential for growth is, in theory, infinite.

Young v. American Mini Theatres, Inc., 427 U.S. 50, 62 (1976).

17

58TONER, supra note 1, at 6.
'

See Young, 427 U.S. at 62.
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Chicago's Success Story

Within a year of the Supreme Court's decision in Young, the City
of Chicago passed an adult use ordinance that was based on the Detroit
ordinance that the Court previously upheld.6' Chicago then relied on
injunctive relief from the courts to enforce the ordinance against
Scandia Books.6' The store consisted of two sections, separated by a
swinging door and counter, with the back section containing only adult
62
items such as peep shows, movies, books, and sexual aides. After
determining the store was an adult book store, the city brought suit to
enjoin the bookstore from operating in violation of the zoning
ordinance.
The circuit court granted a permanent injunction based on its
findings that Scandia Books was an adult bookstore under the zoning
ordinance, and it was operating in a restricted zone in violation of the
ordinance.63 Chapter 194C-3(A) of the Chicago Code of Ordinances
defines an adult book store as:
An establishment having as a substantial or significant
portion of its stock in trade, books, magazines, films for
sale or viewing on premises by use of Motion Picture
devices or any other coin-operated means, and other
periodicals which are distinguished or characterized by
their emphasis on matter depicting, describing or relating
to "Specified Sexual Activities," or "Specified Anatomical
Areas," or an establishment with a segment or section
devoted to the sale or display of such material.'
Scandia Books appealed, challenging the constitutionality of the
ordinance.65 On appeal, the court found the city had inherent power to
reasonably regulate the use of land within its boundaries." The
regulation chosen was designed to prevent a decrease in property values
and an increase in crime, while guarding against the adverse affects

'0 JEROME A. SIEGAN & MAUREEN KELLY IVORY, THE REGULATION OF ADULT USES

INTHE CITY OF CHICAGO, at 25 (1982). Siegan and Ivory were corporate counsel for the City of
Chicago at the time the article was written.
61

Id.

62 Id.
63

1d. at26.
CHICAGO, ILL. MUNICIPAL CODE, ch. 1934C, § 3(A) (1979).

App. Ct. 1981).
65City of Chicago v. Scandia Books, Inc., 430 N.E.2d 14 (111.
"Id. at 16.
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adult book stores have on surrounding businesses.67 The court held the
primary control of the ordinance, the prevention of concentration of
adult uses, was narrowly tailored to meet these compelling needs of the
City of Chicago.68
Chicago, however, has not relied merely on zoning ordinances to
combat the secondary effects of adult uses. The city has also relied on
substantial licensing requirements for massage parlors and total bans on
obscene expression such as live sex acts.69 The city relied on civil suits
based on common law nuisance provisions to enforce these
restrictions.7" While this concentrated effort has had a significant
impact on adult businesses in Chicago, it was both expensive and time
consuming, with enforcement coming in the form of permanent
injunctions from the courts.7 According to the city's corporate counsel,
Chicago's efforts totally eliminated massage parlors, allowed no new
adult book stores after the passage of the ordinance, and lowered the
number of adult movie theaters in the entire city to only five.72 While
Chicago seems to be the poster city for adult zoning, its success has not
come without a tremendous amount of time, money, and effort.
Moreover, zoning ordinances were not the only measure taken. A large
portion of the regulation took the form of licensing requirements and
direct prohibition of certain expression not protected by the First
Amendment.73
Adult zoning can be a significant tool in fighting the secondary
effects of adult businesses. Dispersal, licensing, prohibition, and
expensive and time consuming litigation seem to not only lessen the
impact of adult businesses, but the number of adult businesses as well.
With such a concentrated effort, there is little reason to wonder why
Chicago was effective in its dealings with adult businesses. The
question remains, however, just how effective are zoning ordinances
without these sorts of strenuous enforcement procedures?
Litigation is not the only enforcement option for adult zoning
ordinances. For new adult businesses, building or occupational permits
can be denied if there is not compliance with the zoning ordinances.
Without the proper permits, a business cannot open legally. Few
6

68 Id. at 18.

69

70

Id.

See SIEGAN AND IVORY, supra note 60.

id.

" Id. at 29.
72id.

"It is well settled that the First Amendment does not protect obscene material. Illinois
prohibits the public display of any obscene material. ILL. REV. STAr. ch. 38, § 11-20 (1961).
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business people would attempt to open a business, or buy an existing
business, if there was a substantial likelihood it would not be able to
operate. However, this avenue of enforcement is not without its
administrative costs. A city must have staff to determine if there is
compliance with the ordinance. There must also be staff to make
certain that businesses do not operate if they have been denied permits.
A city must also allow for the potential cost of litigation in its budget.
Overall, there does not seem to be the need to engage in costly
litigation to restrict those who would violate the ordinance. However,
a permanent injunction may be more effective in deterring those who
seek to open adult businesses. In both instances, litigation costs are
incurred by both sides. This may be especially troublesome when there
is a significant possibility that one party may lose their livelihood or
business. Regardless of the method chosen, the municipality must be
committed to enforcing the ordinance it passes before it can be
effective.
The City of Chicago made a concentrated effort to address the
secondary effects of adult businesses, spurred greatly by the desire to
prevent children from being exposed to the graphic nature of adult
entertainment.7 4 However, the results it achieved did not come quickly
or cheaply. While the effort erased sexual massage parlors and
prevented new adult bookstores, 7" the bookstores already in operation
could not be closed so long as they complied with the ordinance. Thus,
a balance seems to have been reached in Chicago. New adult uses were
all but banned, while existing uses could continue to operate as long as
they continued to comply with the ordinance. Further, any adult
businesses that could comply with the terms of the ordinance could
open a new operation. Chicago seems to have conceded that it cannot
eliminate adult businesses, but it earnestly fought the perceived
secondary effects of such establishments. The result is a limitation on
an individual's access to adult materials without an elimination of First
Amendment protection that adult businesses enjoy.
B.

Dispersal v. Cluster: Which Works Better?

While directly opposite in their philosophies in combating the
secondary effects of adult businesses, the common goals of dispersal
and cluster ordinances lends itself to similarities. Both dispersal and

See, SIEGAN & IVORY, supra note
" Id. at 29.
14

60.
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cluster zoning restrict the areas in which adult businesses may locate.7 6
Neither dispersal nor cluster ordinances limit the total number of adult
businesses that may exist in a municipality, at least not directly.
However, the two are not interchangeable. A city with an already
concentrated adult business market would likely have a difficult time
enforcing a dispersal ordinance. Even the success the City of Chicago
had with its dispersal ordinance seemingly did little more than prohibit
new adult book stores from opening." However, the constitutionality
of forcing the closure of already existing adult businesses is
questionable at best. Along with the ever present First Amendment
argument, there arises an additional problem with the Takings Clause."
The question to be asked, however, is how can these two
diametrically opposed philosophies can be reconciled. Thejustification
for Detroit's "Anti-Skid Row" ordinance was that "concentrated adult
uses promoted increased crime and caused a general decline in the areas
surrounding them."7 9 Yet, Boston decided the most effective way to
combat the secondary effects of adult businesses was to concentrate
them. The basis of this decision seems to be the idea that having all of
the "evils" in a small area allows increased scrutiny and less exposure
to children."0 With a single small area of adult uses, the greater crime
problems are confined to that same area. This allows for containment
of the "evils" of adult uses while allowing for greater police presence,
due to the smaller area in which adult uses are permitted. 1
Whether a city decides to follow the dispersal or cluster zoning
model must depend on the layout of the adult uses within the
municipality. The incorrect choice could lead to ineffectiveness in
combating the secondary effects municipalities seek so desperately to
avoid. Kentucky has recognized this fact and not only gives cities the
power to regulate "adult establishments" through zoning, but also to

76

Dispersal ordinances, along with the minimum distance requirements, almost always

contain an absolute ban of adult businesses in certain zones.
77 See SiEGAN & IVORY, supra note 60.
"' U.S. CONST. amend. V.
7' David J. Christiansen, Zoning and the First Amendment Rights of
Adult

Entertainment, 22 VAL. U. L. REV. 695 (1988).
SOFREDRICA. STROM, ZONING CONTROL OF SEX BUSINESSES, § 4.03[2], 34-5 (1977).
According to SIEGAN & IVORY, supra note 60, Chicago's dispersal ordinance also had limiting
children's exposure as one of its main goals. Still, placing all adult uses in a single area seems to
reduce the likelihood that children will stumble into an adult use.
This justification was presented to the author by Hon. Chris Westover, Corporate
Counsel for the Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government, and one of the people responsible
for drafting Lexington's dispersal ordinance.
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choose between dispersal and cluster zoning.82 Comparing the
effectiveness of dispersal zoning with cluster zoning is comparing
apples with oranges. The two different approaches can only be
effective if they are appropriate for the municipality. The same
approach could be incredibly effective for one city, but entirely
ineffective for another. In the end, it seems only the particular situation
a municipality faces can determine the effectiveness of a zoning
measure.
C.

Other Zoning Measures

A few municipalities have chosen to combat the secondary
effects of adult businesses through conditional use permits or special
zoning exceptions. 3 These limited permits are issued only for sites
within a few industrial or commercial zones." These cities issue
permits for adult uses only after determining the secondary effects of
the adult businesses will be minimal. The reasoning is apparent.
Before an adult business is allowed to locate in any particular zone,
there must first be a special finding that there will be no adverse
(secondary) effects. However, the constitutionality of such a measure
is more questionable than the other two methods.
D.

Case Study: Lexington, Kentucky

Some municipalities have combined special use permits with
dispersal zoning. Lexington, Kentucky is one such example. Lexington
specifically prohibits adult uses in certain zones. 5 Adult uses are
prohibited in the Neighborhood Business Zone, 6 the Lexington Center
Business Zone, 7 and the expansion zone designated as the Community
Center Zone. 8 Thus, adult uses are confined to certain zones, similar
to the cluster zoning model. These uses, however, may not be within
REV. STAT. ANN. § 82.088 (Michie/Bobbs-Merrill 1995).
TONER, supra note 1, at 9.
Sid.

2 KY.
3

1 LEXINGTON-FAYETTE URBAN CouNTY

GOVERNMENT, KY., ZONING ORDINANCE,

§§ 8-14, 8-17, and 23A-9, (as amended through Jan. 6, 1997) [hereinafter LFUCG ZONING
ORDINANCE].

' id. at § 8-14. This zone is classified as the B-I zone and has a stated purpose of
accommodating neighborhood shopping needs. Id.
" Id. at § 8-17. This zone is classified as the B-2B zone and specifically relates to
property in downtown Lexington around the Lexington Center. Id
" Il at § 23A-9. This zone is classified as the CC zone and establishes a mixture of
residential and non-residential uses in the expansion zone. Id
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a specific distance of other adult uses and must be granted a conditional
use permit before they may operate.89
Until July 10, 1997, all other zones allowed certain adult uses as
conditional uses that are permitted only with the approval of the Board
of Adjustment.' The Downtown Business Zone, designated B-2, had
allowed "adult arcades, adult bookstores, and adult video stores...
provided none shall be located within a one thousand (1,000) foot
radius of any other adult arcade, adult bookstore, or adult video store.""'
The Downtown Frame Business Zone, designated B-2A, permitted the
same adult uses as the B-2 zone under the same circumstances.' The
zoning ordinance was amended on July 10, 1997, to allow the following
as permitted uses in both the B-2 and B-2A zones:
[A]dult arcades, massage parlors, adult bookstores, adult
video stores, adult cabarets, adult dancing establishments,
adult entertainment establishments, and sexual
entertainment centers, provided that none shall be located
within five hundred (500) foot radius of any agricultural or
residential zone, any elementary or secondary school, any
park attended by persons under 18 years of age, or within
a one thousand (1,000) foot radius of any other similarly
regulated adult business.93
The Highway Service Business Zone, designated B-3, allows "[a]dult
arcades, massage parlors, adult bookstores, and adult video stores,
provided none shall be located within a one thousand (1,000) foot
radius of any other" permitted adult use.94 The Interchange Service
Business Zone, designated B-5P, has the most restrictive conditional
use permit requirement.95 The B-5P zone permits exactly one adult
bookstore or adult video store per interchange quadrant.96 In addition

39Id. at §§ 8-15, 8-16, 8-18, and 11-4.

90Id
11LFUCG ZONING ORDINANCE, supranote 85, at § 8-15(d)(4).

Id. at § 8-16(d)(1).
"LEXINGTON

-FAYETTE URBAN COUNTY GOVERNMENT, KY. ORDINANCE No. 155-97

(1997).
LFUCG ZONING ORDINANCE, supra note 84, at § 8-18(d)(8).
"Id. at§ 11-4.
6Id
at § 114(a). An interchange quadrant is one section of the Interchange Business

Zone. The Interchange Business Zone is formed around the intersection of two streets. Those two
streets dissect the zone into four sections, denoted as quadrants. Thus, limiting the total number
of adult uses in an interchange Business Zone to a maximum of four. Hon. Andrea Weddle,
Corporate Counsel for the Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government.
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to restricting the zone to a single adult use, the adult bookstore or adult
video store cannot exceed two thousand square feet.97 The adult uses
are also subject to the one thousand foot radius spacing requirement.9"
Lexington has combined dispersal zoning with conditional use

permits to restrict the number of locations where an adult use may
operate. While Lexington has not attacked the adult uses that were
already in existence when its zoning ordinance was passed, 99 it has
applied non-zoning regulatory measures to deal with these adult
businesses and any future adult businesses that comply with the zoning
regulations.'
A combination of state and local zoning laws forced Lexington

into dealing with adult businesses.' ' Both Kentucky statutory law and
the Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government's Zoning Ordinance
state expressly that lawful uses that become unlawful because of a
change in the zoning ordinance may continue to operate in the same
manner.0 2 While no expansion or new non-conforming use can be
added, the government is not allowed to force otherwise lawful uses to
close. ' 3
Lexington's non-zoning attempts to regulate adult businesses
have not met with much success to date. Lexington has recently
attempted to add licensing to its regulation of adult businesses through

dispersal zoning controls." 4 As of yet, the licensing ordinance has not
taken effect due to an injunction from the local court.'0" On two
occasions, the Fayette Circuit Court has found the licensing ordinance
to be unconstitutionally vague. 6 A third version of the ordinance is
currently subject to a temporary injunction until the court has time to

91LFUCG ZONING ORDINANCE, supra note 84, at § 8-18(d)(8).

98Id
LFUCG ZONING ORDNANCE, supra note 84, at § 4-3.
110LEXINGTON-FAYETTE URBAN COUNTY GOVERNMENT, KY., ORDINANCE No. 1-96

(1996).

101KY. REV. STAT. ANN. §100.253 (Michie/Bobbs-Merrill 1995); LEXINGTON-FAYETTE

URBAN COUNTY GOVERNMENT ZONING ORDINANCE Art. 4.

id.
id.

102
103

"'4LFUCG ORDINANCE No. 241-97.
"05
King Kelly, Inc. v. Lexington-Fayette Urban County Gov't, No 97-CI-2330 (Fayette

Cir. Ct. Nov. 21, 1997).
" While no written order was issued, the judge orally held the original ordinance to be
unconstitutional. The government amended the ordinance in order to alleviate the problems. The
amended ordinance was also found to be unconstitutional under the same manner as before. King
Kelly, Inc. v. Lexington-Fayette Urban County Gov't, No 97-CI-2330 (Fayette Cir. Ct. Nov. 21,
1997) and Hon. Andrea Weddle, Corporate Counsel for the Lexington-Fayette Urban County
Government who is over seeing the case.
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review the ordinance in order to determine if the newest version passes
constitutional muster." 7
Lexington's licensing ordinance is a comprehensive ordinance
that requires licenses not only for the adult businesses, but also for any
employee who has "direct contact with patrons."'0 8 To obtain an adult
business license, the person applying must provide the following
information: Name, business address, and social security number of
every officer, director, partner, owner often percent (or greater) of the
business, manager, and the employee of the adult business designated
to maintain compliance. 0 9 In addition, the applicant must provide the
date of birth and a photograph of the manager and the employee
designated to maintain compliance." 0 The applicant must also include
a criminal record report for the applicant and any person whose name
is required to be disclosed."' The license will be denied if any
operator, officer, director, partner, or shareholder has been convicted of
gambling, prostitution, a controlled substance offense, sexual offenses,
distributing obscene material to minors, unlawful transaction with a
minor, murder, manslaughter, or felony assault." 12 If the applicant is
granted a license, the license lasts for one year and the fee is $6,000 per
year plus $100 when the application is submitted."' A license may be
revoked if a business gives false or misleading information, knowingly
allows controlled substances to be on the premises, knowingly allows
prostitution, operates on a suspended license, or if a violation occurs
that would have prevented the issuance of a license." 4
The licensing requirements for employees are similar to those for
the business. The applicant must provide any name used, residential
and business addresses, residential and business telephone numbers,
date and place of birth, social security number, the name and address of
the adult business at which the applicant intends to work, a work history
for the past five years, and a criminal record report."' The applicant
must be at least eighteen years old and must submit $25 with the

07 The information in this paragraph comes from various news reports and
conversations with Hon. Andrea Weddle, Corporate Counsel for the Lexington-Fayette Urban

County Government, in charge ofredrafting the ordinance.
'08
1 LFUCG ORDINANCE No. 241-97 §§ 1(a) (6), 2(a) (8).
- Iadat § 3(b).
"oId.at § 3(b)(4)-(6).
1 Id. at § 3(b)(9).
112
Id at §3(e).
"1

LFUCG ORDINANCE No. 241-97 § 3(i).

14Id. at § 3().

'Is
Id. at § 4(a).
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application." 6 A license lasts for one year and requires an annual fee
of $100.' ' Performers in adult businesses cannot come within six feet
of patrons while performing."s
This approach, however, has failed to make any impact due to the
injunction that currently blocks its enforcement. Those in the adult
entertainment industry see the licensing requirements as nothing more
than an attempt to force the businesses to close. The owners have
seemingly aligned to attempt to permanently block enforcement of the
ordinance.l19 The government seems to be as steadfast in its attempt to

regulate adult businesses. The battle is far from over with months of
future litigation highly probable.
VII.

A.

NON-ZONING REGULATION

Licensing

A licensing requirement is an alternative method of regulating
and combating the secondary effects of adult businesses. 2 The
constitutional prohibition against prior restraints on expression can
limit the use of licensing as a non-zoning regulation.' 2 ' In fact, the
United States Supreme Court struck down a license requirement in the
case of FW/PBS, Inc. v. City of Dallas.'2 2 The fatal flaw in the
licensing procedure established by Dallas was the lack of a definite
period of time in which the permit had to be granted or denied.'23 The
Court did not reach the issue of whether the ordinance was contentneutral, finding the lack of procedural safeguards enough to make it
unconstitutional.'24
Atlanta, Georgia like Lexington, has also chosen to license adult
businesses. 2 ' The statutes provide a strict procedure that the city must
follow in dealing with applicants. 26 Thus, Atlanta seems to have
116

1d at § 4(c)-(d).
Id at § 4(d).
s LFUCG ORDINANCE No. 241-97 § 2(a)(3).
9 King Kelly, Inc., supranote 105, currently has four plaintiffs, three of which were
not parties when
the suit was filed.
20
117

'

STRoM, supra note 80, at § 3.05, 18-9.

121I1

"2
FW/PBS, Inc. v. City of Dallas, 493 U.S. 215 (1990).
23
1 FW/PBS, 493 U.S. at 228.
2
1 4 Id. at 223.
'5ATLANTA CITY CODE, GA. §§ 19-14.023, 19-14.024, 19-14.025, 19-14.026, 1914.028, and 2619-14.035 to 19-14.037 (1993).
1 1d
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avoided the problems that led to similar ordinances in Dallas being
ruled unconstitutional.
Licensing ordinances typically run into two problems. 2 7 Many
licensing ordinances include restrictions on the location of adult
businesses based on the proximity of such proposed uses to residential
areas, churches, schools, parks, and public buildings. 2 Pico Rivera,
California; Knoxville, Tennessee; Dallas, Texas; and Royal Oak,
Michigan all have licensing ordinances that contain this misplaced
zoning component.' 29 A second problem is that most ordinances ofthis
type are constitutionally questionable because they levy excessive fees
and taxes on adult businesses. 3 As a result, courts have on occasion
stricken licensing ordinances. 3'
Zoning ordinances enjoy a
presumption of validity that these restrictive, almost hybrid, ordinances
do not.' Thus, zoning ordinances are generally better suited to deal
with the problems of new adult uses.'33
Licensing can be rather effective when the city encounters
businesses that claim they are not adult in nature, but are in fact
engaging in adult uses. The quintessential example of this is massage
parlors.'34 Chicago had serious difficulty with massage parlors, in that
they often served as a front for prostitution.'3 5 The city began
combating these brothels through nuisance claims and court action.' 36
While Chicago was successful in closing some of the massage parlors,
the litigation was time consuming and expensive."' In 1977, the city
implemented its licensing policy requiring all massage parlors to obtain
a license, be inspected for health and safety reasons, and employ only
masseurs who were certified by the Board of Health. 3 ' The ordinance
virtually eliminated all but the legitimate massage parlors in Chicago
that existed prior to its passage and prevented new, non-legitimate
parlors from opening.' 39
While licensing could be an effective alternative to zoning,

...
TONER, supra note 1, at 16.
12SId
"'Id.at 16-17.
11Id at 16.
Id at 18. Dallas had its ordinance stricken in FWIPBS.
3 TONER, supra note 1, at 16.
133Id

134-Id at 13. See also SIE3AN & IVORY, supra note
135SIEGAN & IVORY, supra note 60, at 11-17.
16Id
"Id.
"Id.
1Id

at 11.
at 16.
at 16-17.

at 17.

60.
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especially in dealing with pre-existing adult businesses, the
municipalities that choose this method must be careful. License
requirements must contain procedural safeguards limiting discretion
and providing prompt response to those who apply. Otherwise, the
attempt to combat the secondary effects of adult businesses becomes
"an unconstitutional censorship or prior restraint upon" the rights to
engage in and enjoy protected speech. 4
B.

Structural Regulations

Another alternative to zoning, often included in licensing
requirements, is the use of building, fire, and safety codes to attack the
secondary effects of adult businesses.' 4 ' With respect to so-called
"peep shows," municipalities force viewing booths to be open, prevent
walls from having holes, prohibit more than one person in a booth, and
require a certain wattage bulb in the booth.' 42 The rationale of such
requirements is that sexual activity often occurs in the booths without
these safeguards, leading to a health hazard. 43 Anonymous sexual
contact enhances the opportunity of spreading serious sexually
transmitted diseases,'" and many of the booths in these establishments
were extremely unsanitary. "" The result is a set of requirements that
are especially adapted to deter the negative effects of the adult
establishments. The deterrence is increased by the fact that owners,
operators, employees, and patrons can all be punished with fines and/or
imprisonment for a violation. 46 Thus, such measures can be very
successful if properly enforced.

FW/PBS, Inc. v. City of Dallas, 493 U.S. 215, 226 (1990).
STROM, supra note 80, at § 3.06, 19.
141 LFUCG ORDINANCE No. 1-96 (1996); CITY OF DAYTON, OHIO, REVISED CODE OF
GENERAL ORDINANCES § 136.09 (1989).
41LFUCG ORDINANCE No. 1-96 (1996); CITY OF DAYTON, OHIO, REVISED CODE OF
'4

141

GENERAL ORDINANCES, §136.09 (1989).

I" LFUCG ORDINANCE No. 1-96 (1996); CITY OF DAYTON, OHIO, ORDINANCE No.
28028 (1989).
M4'
According to Hon. Chris Westover, Corporate Counsel for the Lexington-Fayette
Urban County Government, almost all of the booths of this type were covered in semen and almost
never cleaned. Needless to say, this was one of the major motivations for Lexington's ordinance.
16 LFUCG ORDINANCE No. 1-96 (1996); CITY OF DAYTON, OHIO, REVISED CODE OF
GENERAL ORDINANCES § 136.09 (1989).
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Vi1. CONCLUSION

Adult zoning places municipalities in a difficult position.
Attempts to control or eliminate adult entertainment and
pornography often presents [sic] cities with the doubleedged dilemma of trying to reconcile the constitutional
rights of the patrons as well as the promoters of adult
entertainment with the interest of those who view such
entertainment as detracting from the quality of life in their
community. 47
Numerous studies, possibly none more so than Detroit's, show that adult
businesses lead to increased crime and a general decline in the
surrounding neighborhood.14 ' However, municipalities cannot use these
documented secondary effects as a pretext for suppression of free
speech. Although courts are often reluctant to examine legislative
intent, the intent is often clear from merely viewing the affects of
regulations on adult businesses.'49 Ordinances inspired by improper
motives generally do not survive judicial scrutiny.
The tragedy of adult ordinances that fail to pass constitutional
muster lies in the municipalities' failure to effectively deal with
secondary effects of such businesses. When a municipality conducts a
study that shows adult businesses are the root of increased crime and
other negative effects, the effort to deal with such problems should not
be delayed. Seemingly the only way to avoid this trap is to allow
sufficient areas for the establishment of new adult businesses. 50 It
seems the Constitution only allows mitigation of the effects of adult
businesses.
However, one must wonder if other uses, such as non-strip bars,
do not cause similar problems. A strong argument can easily be made
that any bar presents increased problems with crime and neighborhood
decline. However, this argument does not seem to be made often, other
than by those who own a strip club. "For whatever reason there is a
certain cultural taboo placed on an establishment including scantily clad

'Timothy Nicholas Despotes & Henry Watson 11,Regulation ofAdult Entertainment,
MUNiiCPAL LAW NEWS, Feb. 1990, at 1.
"S David J. Christiansen, Zoning and the First Amendment Rights of Adult

Entertainment,22 VAL. U. L. REV. 695, 711 (1988).
"I STROM, supra note 80, at

"Old. at § 4.03[3], 36.

§ 4.0313],

35.
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women as a part of the milieu.''. Maybe this can be chalked up to the

desire to have adult uses "out of sight and out of mind." '52 A zealot,
armed with one of the numerous nationwide studies on the secondary
effects of adult uses, could gain support for zoning laws regulating adult
uses rather easily. Regardless of the justification, the general public
seems to have disdain for this constitutionally protected activity. This
may lead to rushed judgments about the best way to confront real
problems.
Rushed judgments, regardless of one's position on whether
adult businesses should be regulated differently, are truly the
problem. Ill-fitting ordinances lead to ineffective control of the real
problems that adult businesses can create. These same ill-fitting
ordinances also generally provide the least protection for the
constitutional rights of adult business owners. A municipality must
study its own situation, develop an ordinance tailored to meet the
municipality's needs, and do so with an eye towards non-suppression
of speech. Only by doing this, can the "evils" of adult businesses be
effectively mitigated without suppressing the constitutionally
protected ideas that accompany them.

151Jason Stapleton, Clubs Find a Niche in Lexington Scene, KENTUCKY KERNEL,
October 23, 1997, at 10.
" Kira Gould, Can You Zone Sex out ofthe City?,THE METROPOLIS OBSERVED, Nov.
1995, at 16.

